Abstract-We present real-time polarization mode dispersion (PMD) tolerance measurement results with a commercially available 500 Gb/s coherent modem. The first-and second-order PMD space is explored, showing that peak values of 500 ps of static, first-order PMD (differential group delay) have small penalties. The system was stressed using fast scrambling, with polarization change of over 10 000 rad/s, along with high mean PMD. Penalties were small with sufficient equalization.
I. INTRODUCTION
N EAR perfect compensation of polarization mode dispersion (PMD) is one of the important features for a coherent receiver (RX). In this paper, we report the real-time PMD tolerance measurement results of a photonic integrated circuit (PIC)-based 500 Gb/s coherent modem. Two conditions were analyzed: first, PMD was stepped to specific PMD values and the bit error ratio (BER) performance for each PMD value was determined. This experiment shows the dependence on the number of active equalization taps. Second, transient PMD was generated using fixed differential group delay (DGD) elements separated by polarization rotators, with the rotators inducing polarization slew rates over 10 000 rad/s. This test shows robustness to time varying polarization and PMD. We believe that the PMD tolerance results presented here constitute the highest reported for real-time, digital coherent RXs.
PMD experienced on installed fiber typically results from random variations in birefringence in distributed, short sections of fiber, each of which introduces DGD. As the state of polarization between fiber segments changes, the total amount of PMD varies. For this paper, the PMD for a static fiber configuration can be characterized by the first-order and second-order PMD values, where the static first-order PMD is the DGD. A dynamic link is characterized by its mean DGD value. The instantaneous first-order PMD values in a dynamic link follow a Maxwellian distribution, so 99.999% of the occurrences of first-order PMD are below 3.18 times the mean PMD value (mean DGD).
II. PMD COMPENSATION USING LINEAR EQUALIZATION
A modern coherent optical system can be represented as in Fig. 1 . A polarization-multiplexed (PM) quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) signal is generated, propagated through fiber, and detected using coherent techniques [1] , [2] . After clock recovery and dispersion compensation, the two complex signals enter the equalizer block indicated as "PMD EQ," which is the main focus of the present discussion. Coherent modulation formats such as PM-QPSK are a linear modulation and PMD experienced in the fiber is a linear distortion. As such, it is effective to use a linear equalizer to compensate PMD. The PMD equalizer has two inputs and two outputs and consists of four sets of complex tap weights, , and . Fig. 2 illustrates the time-domain structure for , which is an -tap transversal equalizer (with being the tap delay), which can also be implemented in the frequency domain [3] for more efficient computation when the number of taps is large. For effective PMD compensation, should be less than baud interval ( , also called one unit interval: UI). For example, is commonly used, but it is possible to use greater than [4] .
The equalizer span (or UI), the delay between the first and last taps, must be larger than the DGD introduced in the fiber, in addition to any requirement for compensating intersymbol interference (ISI) and/or tracking clock wander. When designed properly, the performance of the PMD equalizer depends upon the equalizer span and is the same regardless of time-or frequency-domain implementation. As such, we report the performance of PMD equalizer versus the equalizer span measured in the unit of UI. The tap-weight updating algorithms, least-mean square and constant modulus algorithm [5] , are implemented. In order for the PMD equalizer 0733-8724/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE to perform well, the coherent RX requires robust clock recovery which tolerates half UI DGD [6] , [7] .
III. MEASUREMENT SETUP
A production 500G modem was used to generate and receive the signals for this experiment [8] . The test setup is shown in Fig. 3 . The transmitter (TX) uses the PRBS15 generator in the retimer application-specified integrated circuit (ASIC). Forty high-speed signals arrive at the TX module where they are amplified by the SiGe driver ASIC to drive the Mach-Zehnder modulators on the InP PIC. These signals modulate the integrated distributed feedback (DFB) lasers to produce 10 14.25 GBaud (57 Gb/s) PM-QPSK signals on a 200 GHz grid, which are wavelength multiplexed prior to exiting the PIC.
A high-gain erbium-doped fiber amplifier provides optical noise loading to achieve an output BER better than the typical capability of hard forward error correction (FEC) implementations (Actual BER range was 4E-4 to 1.7E-3 due to small variation of signal-to-noise ratio across the channels.). The optical signal returned after noise loading is shown in Fig. 4 .
The signal returns to the RX PIC module where the wavelengths are demultiplexed, combined with a per channel local DFB laser using a pair of 90 hybrids, one for each polarization, and delivered to balanced photodiode pairs. The 40 highspeed signals are amplified within the module using a SiGe ASIC, then delivered to 5 digital signal processing ASICs (fabricated in 40 nm CMOS), with each ASIC processing two wavelengths. Signal processing within that ASIC removes the impact of PMD, polarization rotation, offset between the TX and RX lasers' phase and frequency, and offset from the TX and RX clocks. Fig. 5 shows a photo of the test set.
PM formats have degenerate solutions at the receive equalizer due to the possibility of shifting the -and -polarization signals by integer UI when CMA algorithm is used. A system implementation might resolve this degeneracy by observing -and -polarization frame-alignment words (e.g., as in FEC framing), and resetting the equalizer tap coefficients once integer UI skews are found. Since this experiment was conducted using unframed pseudorandom binary sequences (PRBS), the equalizer initialization was performed with low-channel PMD values, and the equalizer was verified to be in the optimal configuration.
The error rate is determined from the recovered data, using the PRBS checkers within the demodulation ASIC. These error counters run continuously and count all errors within the gating time. The counter logic declares an out-of-lock condition if the error rate exceeds a threshold in order to catch high % error-rate bursts. This condition was not present for data presented in this paper. In the following discussion, the value is inferred from the BER as , and all penalties are referenced to the values without PMD. values are determined independently for each wavelength.
IV. STATIC PMD
For this experiment, four PMD emulators (FiberPro PE4200) were configured to maintain a fixed 100 ps DGD; the first rotator in each PE4200 was set randomly in order to generate a distribution of first-and second-order PMD. Once each was set, the equalizer taps and BER values were determined. In this configuration, the scrambler shown in Fig. 3 was disabled.
The tap values were analyzed to determine the PMD compensated by the equalizer. The equalizer taps, when optimally adapted, should invert the Jones matrix of the optical link. The tap coefficients can therefore be analyzed to give a reliable estimate of the polarization modification between the TX and RX. Assigning the equalizer tap weights in frequency domain to be equivalent to the 2 2 complex transmission matrix which is a function of , the frequency offset from the transmit laser. The unitary matrix can be computed as follows [9] :
The principal states of polarization can then be obtained by computing the eigenvectors of with the first-order PMD value obtained as the corresponding eigenvalues of .
The second-order PMD consists of the parallel component, the derivative of the first-order PMD with respect to frequency, and the perpendicular component, the derivative of the principle states of polarization with respect to frequency. The root-mean square of these two values represents the total second-order PMD.
In order to validate this technique for determining first-and second-order PMD, a polarization emulator was connected to generate the appropriate PMD. The values generated by the emulator were compared with the values reported by the tap computation discussed previously. These are shown in Fig. 6 , with the error bars representing the 1-variation in the reported value.
The experiment progressed as follows. First, the rotators within the PMD emulators were randomly set to induce a PMD condition on the link. Next, with the rotators fixed, the value was measured, and the taps were extracted from the DSP ASIC to determine PMD. This was repeated to get a dense collection of PMD values, values, and wavelength. Firstand second-order PMD values were placed into bins, 30 ps 200 ps wide, and BER values whose PMD values fell within the bin were averaged. Wavelength dependence was small ( penalty values had dB between wavelengths), so penalties shown below are averaged across wavelength after binning by PMD value.
In the first experiment using the four emulators and an equalizer span of 8 UI, a PMD tolerance of 330 ps of static first-order PMD (DGD) or 35 000 ps of static second-order PMD was penalty (contours shown with labels in dB) versus PMD for eight UI tap span. demonstrated with less than 0.1 dB penalty. The penalty, based on 28 000 measurements, is shown in Fig. 7 . In a second experiment, the spool of PM fiber with 220 ps of DGD was included, and the equalizer time span was extended to 12 UI. This configuration tolerates 550 ps of static first-order PMD (DGD) or 70 000 ps of static second-order PMD. The penalty, based on 17 000 measurements, is shown in Fig. 8 .
V. PMD TRANSIENTS TEST
A crucial property of coherent RXs is the capability to compensate for time-varying PMD. Polarization transients can be induced by mechanical vibration and maintenance activities, and systems need tolerance within the acoustic range. A demonstration of PMD tolerance would be incomplete without including rapid polarization transients. The polarization rotation rate for the General Photonics polarization controller (labeled "Scrambler" in Fig. 3 ) was measured in order to benchmark the polarization tracking experiment, when set to its fastest rate (labeled "6000 Hz"). Repeated measurements of the state of polarization were taking with a fast polarization analyzer, and the slew rate was measured repeatedly. The distribution of rate of polarization angle change is shown in Fig. 9 . Peak transient rates exceed 10 krad/s. All measurements in this section were taken with scrambler operating at its fastest rate.
The DSP allows the number of active taps in the equalization stage to be adjusted. This enables a study of the impact of the time span of the equalization versus the PMD penalty. Without added PMD, there is a small benefit to increasing the number of active taps. This results from compensation of ISI, where the ISI comes from the TX, RX, and optical bandwidth restrictions. The simplest approximation for the impact of additional PMD on the system performance is to model the added PMD compensation as further eroding the ISI compensation ability of the equalizer. A simple model was used to determine the penalty as a function of the number of active taps Parameters are obtained using a least-squares fit to the data, obtaining and UI. Since the measurement is performed using statistical PMD emulation, the mean value is evaluated by convolving the penalty with the probability of observing a given PMD delay , assuming a Maxwellian distribution Fig. 10 includes this modeled PMD penalty, along with average values. Channel dependence was small ( penalties had dB across channels) and was averaged for each DGD and tap configuration. Note that the peak penalties are higher as the polarization scrambling is rapid compared with the BER integration time. Also note that the mean values of PMD with a random distribution will have different average values than the static performance shown in Fig. 8 .
The modem was operated with the scrambling enabled, while 22 000 sets of tap values of the PMD equalizer were collected. As shown in Figs. 11 and 12 , up to 250 ps/15000 ps of first/second-order PMD was observed. Note the good agreement with expected Maxwellian distribution [10] , [11] for first-order PMD, shown in the solid line on the plot of Fig. 11 . The contour plot of Fig. 12 shows the likelihood of landing on a given location in the first-and second-order PMD space. Given the rapid scrambling rates, the space within the 99% contour should be covered at a fine resolution every few seconds. The half-UI DGD setting, which can be particularly problematic for clock recovery, will be passed through dozens of times each second.
The BER values were collected using 1-s integration time, which is slow compared to the polarization rotation rate. There are two objectives to this experiment: first, to demonstrate that all controls (equalizer and clock recovery) are stable in the presence of the DGD and transient combinations; second, to demonstrate that BER values are stable. values for all wavelengths taken over a 10 h time span are shown in Fig. 13 . values are observed to vary by less than 0.18 dB, indicating no loss-of-lock events, stable BER values during this soak experiment, and no rare PMD conditions causing out-of-family BER. Constellation diagrams for all ten wavelengths were also collected in order to show the signal quality at the equalizer output, shown in Fig. 14. 
VI. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated a coherent optical modem which can handle large PMD values. The first-and second-order PMD space is explored, showing that peak values of 500 ps of static, first-order PMD (DGD) have small penalties. The coherent RX is also tolerant of rapid polarization transients.
